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INTRODUCTIVE SPEECH Opening Ceremony I am greatly honored and pleased to welcome you all to the International Workshop: Schools of Medicine. accomplished here in Palermo for this extraordinary event, and my thanks for.
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There are a number of instructive examples in the world, regardless whether I would also like to extend my sincere thanks to the UNCRD for organizing this important event. I-2: Opening Remarks by Mr. Kazuhiko Takemoto, Ministry of the.

Opening and Welcome Speech ICH

It gives me a great pleasure to welcome all of you and chair the Opening Ceremony this be practical with lectures, examples and exercises to provide skills.

Opening speech

Nov 14, 2013 - Mediterranean (UfM) - renewing the political impulse for the Barcelona I believe it is essential for the entire Mediterranean region to connect.
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eruption, is a good example of a country which has developed the Other expectations from this event are getting new ideas in developing voice and.
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Oct 29, 2013 - We all want our sons and daughters to look forward to a great future. And that see each other again in 2017 at the graduation ceremony, and.
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Feb 22, 2011 - 10:45pm. Closing ceremony - Performance by Lestari Dance Group: Malaysia A Monte Carlo Model for Electron Beam Simulation in 3-D.

Opening remarks at the EU Conference on Sport Agents

Nov 9, 2011 - Culture, Multilingualism and Youth. Opening remarks at the EU Conference on Sport Football in Europe is the example of a wealthy sport. The first issue concerns possible obstacles to the free provision of agents’ services.
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CONFERENCE PROGRAMME. Opening Ceremony. 22 February 2011. Venue: Shah Alam 1 Hall, Ground floor. 7:45 am. Registration of Participants. 8:30 am.
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Opening speech Swimming Gala. Good morning Miss Chua, Miss Lau, Sr Agnes, teachers and fellow Sacred Heartists. It is my great honor to deliver the
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MINISTER’S SPEECH FOR TEACHER EDUCATION. CONFERENCE 21 NOVEMBER. Thank you very much, Will. Good morning Ladies and Gentlemen, and
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May 16, 2006 - Welcome speech on the occasion of Opening of the Conference on the European Schools. The major site of Brussels is an example, as.
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SPEECH BY MINISTER THOKO DIDIZA. OPENING convention, where women of Umzi wa Topiya are gathered to remind themselves of their role and significance in today's world. The Ethiopian Episcopal Church was founded by the late.
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Aug 31, 2010 - Opening Day Speech August 31, 2010. Good morning everyone and welcome back on this first day of school. We had a classic.
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Apr 11, 2010 - SPEECH BY ILO DIRECTOR AT THE OFFICIAL OPENING CEREMONY OF THE. INTERNATIONAL YOUTH ENTREPRENEURSHIP TRAINING this morning. This is a . manuals, and we hope you will sample and draw upon them during the . development, credit delivery and
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Opening Speech for Workshop on Fundraising and Project Management. Tempus Project First, I would like to welcome you all to BAU in Lebanon. We are .
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Jul 4, 2011 - SPEECH/11 "10 years of Internal Auditing". IAS 10th anniversary . and work of the IAS gives us a much higher degree of certainty that our . their commitment and dedication in doing their important, but delicate, job.
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May 8, 2013 - OPENING SPEECH OF THE DIRECTOR OF WOMEN, GENDER AND THE 5 th. ORDINARY MEETING OF AU EXPERTS OF GENDER AND.